A Patient’s Perspective on the Multidisciplinary Liver/Pancreas Tumor Clinic: An All-in-One Resort
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My story starts on July 20th when I was at my primary care doctor’s office receiving an ultrasound of my gallbladder. I had been experiencing unusual symptoms over the past several months, and up until that day, no one could find the source of my problem. Little did I know that major trouble was lurking in the background and that help would come from the Multidisciplinary Liver/Pancreas Tumor Clinic.

While the technician was performing the ultrasound, I said to her, “That is the spot that hurts. It is right there. Keep digging. You have it!” A few minutes after the test, I consulted with my doctor. The results were not good, and he was concerned that I might have pancreatic cancer.

The next day I had a computed tomography (CT) scan, and that afternoon the phone rang. It was devastating news. My doctor informed me that the radiologist thought I had cancer and that he wanted me to see a surgeon who is a specialist of the liver and pancreas. My appointment was scheduled for the following Monday.

Shortly after my doctor talked to me, the nurse navigator from the Liver/Pancreas Clinic called me to explain all the necessary tests that needed to be done before my appointment.

She also made sure I understood all the details of the tests and how they fit into the decision making of the doctors investigating my case. She scheduled a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan for the next day.

I was heartbroken with the news. The navigator was very reassuring and did not want me to panic. In her calm and sweet voice, she explained to me that they have many pancreatic cancer survivors. She told me that on Monday morning my CT scan, blood work, and MRI would be presented to a team of 50 medical personnel. I felt fortunate and relieved that so many people would be examining my case. I thought “more heads are better than one.”

There are many benefits of having a nurse navigator. I was overwhelmed by the news of having pancreatic cancer and was being treated at a huge hospital with several campuses. The nurse navigator was someone I could talk to, and she clearly cared about me. She knew all the necessary connections at the hospital and was able to take a large institution and turn it into a cozy neighborhood. With her guidance, I had an easy time working my way through the hospital, getting the best health care. The nurse navigator translated the expertise of the medical team and gave me confidence. She was the patient advocate who
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knew all the contacts necessary to get things done in an efficient, timely manner. Her personal touch helped me sort out any confusion, and she was always available for questions. The nurse navigator was my quarterback. Her help and guidance relieved a tremendous amount of stress.

After 6 days, I went to see the surgeon at the Multidisciplinary Liver/Pancreas Tumor Clinic. He met with the tumor board that morning, went over all of my tests, and came up with a treatment plan for me. Brainpower, timing, and care were essential in helping me on my way to a speedy recovery.

My surgeon is an amazing physician, and I was so blessed to have him take care of me. He clearly knew his craft and was a recognized specialist in pancreatic cancer. He is involved in research at the hospital campus overseeing two studies that will help define early pancreatic cancer detection. I was quite impressed by this research. He sat down with me, shared the concerns of the medical team, and stated he wanted to do a biopsy on my pancreas. He showed me a sketch of the abdominal area, highlighted in different colors where the tumor was, and explained his suspicions. Within 2 days of my office visit, he performed the biopsy. I was amazed at how quickly he was able to schedule my procedure. I will never forget him telling me that he would take care of me as if I were his own wife. I knew at that point that I was going to get the best care.

On that same day, I went to see my oncologist. Her office was literally two minutes from the surgeon’s office. When I arrived, the medical team already knew the plan and was able to explain it to me. I found the oncologist to be an intelligent, kind, and positive woman who is very particular about each of her patients. I was impressed with her depth of understanding of my situation and with how knowledgeable she was about pancreatic cancer. She was following the most effective protocol for treating my cancer and shared with me that she had experienced great success with it. I was very optimistic after meeting with her. She explained my options, then distilled her recommendations. At the conclusion of the visit, I was scheduled for the chemotherapy treatments.

After that appointment, I went to see the radiation specialist, who was also only minutes from my oncologists’ office. He was very empathetic and a genius at his work. He explained why I needed radiation, how many treatments I would have, and where he was going to target the radiation. He too had met with the tumor board and had collaborated with the nurse navigator, surgeon, and oncologist.

Receiving care at the Multidisciplinary Liver/Pancreas Tumor Clinic is like going to an all-in-one-resort. Everything you need is within a short walking distance. I was fortunate to see all three doctors and the nurse navigator in 1 day. What I learned from my oncologist dovetailed with the information that the surgeon gave me, and the radiation
specialist added the third piece of the puzzle to give me a complete picture of their multidisciplinary approach. They clearly had developed a plan together. Furthermore, I felt I was part of the team instead of feeling that the medical team was against me. Each doctor knew their job and when and how it needed to be carried out. If I had questions, it seemed any of the doctors could answer it.

The greatest benefit was that I was able to walk out in 1 day with a treatment plan in place, rather than having to wait several weeks wondering what treatment I was going to receive. Time is of the essence when you have an aggressive cancer. The doctors, nurse navigator, and tumor board met and made the necessary decisions, and I felt good I had a game plan I could follow.

Two days after my initial Monday visit, my surgeon performed the biopsy. On Friday, he called me with the results. He confirmed that I had pancreatic cancer, and he wanted to start the treatment immediately. In a way, I was relieved to know the source of my problem. Needless to say, I was disappointed to find out it was pancreatic cancer.

All of my treatments were scheduled in one building. At first, I had 7 weeks of chemotherapy treatments. During week 7, radiation was introduced, and I was given 15 consecutive radiation treatments. During part of the radiation, I endured three more chemotherapy treatments. The doctors worked together in scheduling my appointments, as there were some days I had both treatments. It was convenient to have the treatments scheduled so close together. Once a week, I would meet with the radiation oncologist after my radiation treatment. He came to see me right at the radiation site. He wanted to know how I was feeling and offered me suggestions to help alleviate any of my discomfort. He was always very encouraging. I saw the oncologist every 3 to 4 weeks. She made sure on the weeks I did not see her that I would meet with one of the physician assistants. She was only a phone call away if I needed her.

There were also times when I needed to report back to the nurse navigator. It was so easy for me to drop in and see her after seeing one of the other doctors. The tumor board, which included the surgeon, oncologist, radiation doctor, nurse navigator, and a team of medical staff, met again before my surgery and discussed my case while re-viewing my CT scan, blood work, and other relevant information. They recommended surgery for me.

I had my Whipple surgery on November 2nd. The surgeon met with my husband and me the day before my surgery and explained everything to us. After 10 hours of surgery, the cancer had been successfully removed. During my stay at the hospital, the surgeon came to see me every day, the oncologist stopped by a few times, and even the nurse navigator came to see me. The tumor board met a third time after my surgery. All doctors were on the same playing field, and they had decided on a plan of action once again.

The Multidisciplinary Clinic also offers other services such as access to a social worker and a dietitian. I did not need the social worker but found the dietitian quite helpful. I saw her at the surgeon’s office right away after my 2-week postoperative appointment with
him. Once again, the process was made easy for me as a patient. I did not have to call and wait a few weeks to make an appointment with her. I left that day with my dietary questions answered. My surgery was followed up with eight more chemo-therapy treatments. Through it all, I made a few contacts with the nurse navigator, who helped arrange physical therapy appointments after my surgery. She always welcomed my questions.

If I had the chance to add one thing to this whole process, it would have been the opportunity to talk to a positive and encouraging pancreatic cancer survivor during a few of my treatments. With this opportunity, I would have been able to discuss how patients with similar treatments had managed and coped with some of their adverse effects. I would have been able to compare their adverse effects to what I experienced during my radiation, chemotherapy, and Whipple surgery.

For someone with the complex and frightening problem of pancreatic cancer, my experience at the clinic was as emotionally painless as it could be. On reflection, the distinction of the Multidisciplinary Clinic is the culture that exists. It is clear that these doctors developed a philosophy of care that was reflected by all of the staff, who all believed in and worked toward being part of this culture. The doctors, nurses, and receptionists all had the patient as their primary concern. This culture was manifest by the competent staff expressing a sense of urgency to get the job completed, and by the convenience of being able to see all the necessary medical staff in one day. The end result was that I was able to leave at the end of the first day with an effective action plan. Without a plan I would have left with a big hole in the puzzle, which works against the patient.

The trouble that was lurking in the background in July came to the foreground. It was dealt with and successfully treated by this wonderful, dedicated multidisciplinary team. I hope that these words will serve as a stimulus for oncologists to recognize the value of working together and developing cultures of care like the one I experienced. It certainly paid off, as I am happy to say I am cancer free.
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